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Launch data driven initiatives

Use data to tell a story and to drive action
Problem-first thinking approach to open data
Open Data only empowers commercial developers, journalists, expert citizens.

Departments work in silos.

The chasm: How do you reach the rest of your community?

Everyday Citizens
Departments work in silos

Open Data only empowers commercial developers, journalists, expert citizens

Everyday Citizens Launch initiatives that engage with groups of citizens on community issues

The chasm: How do you reach the rest of your community?

End homelessness

Address opioid addiction

Improve storm preparedness

Everyday Citizen

Time
A Platform for Civic Engagement
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A Platform for Civic Engagement
Tell Your Story with a Page

Safe, Vibrant & Healthy

Emergency Response Times
8:46
On Time

Satisfaction with Park Events
84
Almost not satisfaction

Participating in Park Events
11,229
Approximately

Objective 1:

Reduce a positive level of risk and prevent potential threats that are present in the atmosphere to which the risk, harm, and impact.

Emergency Response Locations

Objective 2:

Increase the affordability of housing for all income groups, including those with supportive service needs.

UNAV Structures

City Code requires that all utility structures be removed or demolished. Property must be kept in a safe, sanitary, and structurally sound condition.

Safety of occupants, neighboring residents, and children is an important consideration. If the property is not test or secured, property can become invested in a variety of ways that can place a burden on the applicant and may affect neighboring residents. Conditions for the property to be in safe, sanitary, and structurally sound.

Our Open Data | Developer API
Engage Your Community

• Story Maps & Survey Apps for two way communication
Initiative Templates
Get going quicker
Initiative Templates

Ready-to-activate apps and website templates
How Hub Works – Driven by Initiatives
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